ONE-STOP-SHOP
PERFORMANT
POWER.

YOUR PARTNER IN
POWER SPOT TRADING

FOR.

AN ENHANCED
TRADING EXPERIENCE

DAY-AHEAD
AUCTION
INTRADAY
CONTINUOUS

TOMORROW.

LAUNCHING GUARANTEES OF ORIGIN (GOs) SPOT MARKET

epexspot
LEADING EXCHANGE WITH 621 TWh TRADED IN 2021
OVER 300 TRADING MEMBERS

TRUSTED

PAN-EUROPEAN NEMO, IN THE NORDICS SINCE 2020

- **Single Day-Ahead Auction Coupling (SDAC)**
  A single robust Day-Ahead price in the Nordic region
- **Single Intraday Coupling (SIDC)**
  Ensuring continuous liquidity in all markets
- **Safe, secure & efficient clearing with ECC**
  Proven risk management solutions

INNOVATIVE

UNIQUE TRADING OFFER

- Wide range of block types and block size
- High performing Intraday trading system
  with over 3 mil. order counts on average every day
- Launching Guarantees of Origin (GOs) spot market

COMPETITIVE

NORDICS OFFER

- Attractive fees with Market Access bundles, Flat
  Trading Fees & Technical Access packages
- Get in touch to make a simulation based on your needs!

HOW TO TRADE AT EPEX SPOT?

1. Contact us to find the membership that suits you best
2. Find a clearing bank or sign a direct clearing agreement with ECC
3. Follow the admission process
4. Start trading!

ONE-STOP-SHOP ADVANTAGES

- CROSS-MARGINING SAVINGS across all spot markets cleared by ECC
- FUTURE-TO-SPOT SERVICE
  Your EEX power derivatives contracts to EPEX SPOT’s Day-Ahead auction - available in CWE, GB and coming soon for Poland
- MARKET DATA WEBSHOP
- REMIT REPORTING SERVICES
- EEX TRANSPARENCY PLATFORM
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SCAN ME FOR MORE DETAILS!